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In this paper we consider the following open problems:
Conjecture 0.1. Let S be a sequence of 3n&3 elements in Cn Cn . If S contains
no nonempty zero-sum subsequence of length not exceeding n, then S consists of
three distinct elements, each appearing n&1 times.
Conjecture 0.2. Let S be a sequence of 4n&4 elements in Cn Cn . If S contains
no zero-sum subsequence of length n, then S consists of four distinct elements, each
appearing n&1 times.
We show that both Conjecture 0.1 and Conjecture 0.2 are multiplicative, i.e., if
Conjecture 0.1 (Conjecture 0.2) holds both for n=k and n=l then it holds also for
n=kl.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite abelian group. The Davenport constant D(G) is the
smallest integer d such that every sequence of d elements in G contains a
nonempty subsequence with sum zero. D(G) has its algebraic background
and has some application in graph theory, classical number theory, and
nonunique factorizations theory (see [1, 4, 9, 17]).
In 1969, van Emde Boas and Kruyswijk [9, 10] determined the Daven-
port constant D(G) for some special G of rank 3 by using the primes p for
which Conjecture 0.1 hold. In [9], it is suggested that Conjecture 0.1 holds
for all primes n and it has been verified for n=2, 3, 5, 7 via computer. In
this paper we show two main results on Conjecture 0.1.
Theorem 1.1. If Conjecture 0.1 is true for both n=k and n=l then it is
true also for n=kl.
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Theorem 1.2. Conjecture 0.1 is true for n=2a 3b5c7d.
Conjecture 0.2 is related to the following
Conjecture 1.3. Any sequence of 4n&3 elements in Cn Cn contains a
zero-sum subsequence of length n.
This conjecture is due to Kemnitz [21] and goes back to 1961. In that
year, Erdo s, Ginzburg, and Ziv obtained the following beautiful result; any
sequence of 2 |G|&1 elements in a finite abelian group G contains a zero-
sum subsequence of length |G|. In 1973, Harborth [20] considered a
related problem, to determine the smallest integer f (n, d) such that any
sequence of f (n, d ) elements in Cdn contains a zero-sum subsequence of
length n. He proved that
2d (n&1)+1 f (n, d )nd (n&1)+1.
The lower bound is not tight in the general case. For example, it has been
shown that f (3, 3)=19 and f (3, 4)=41 [2, 3, 21]. For d=2, Kemnitz
suggested Conjecture 1.3. Alon and Dubiner [2] proved that f (n, 2)
6n&5, and the author confirmed Conjecture 1.3 for n=2a3b5c7dm with
m3<2a+23b5c7d. The following sequence gives the lower bound of f (n, 2):
S=((0, 0), ..., (0, 0)
n&1
, (0, 1), ..., (0, 1)
n&1
, (1, 0), ..., (1, 0)
n&1
, (1, 1), ..., (1, 1)
n&1
).
So it is plausible to suggest Conjecture 0.2. Other than being interesting in
its own right f (n, d ) has been used by Geroldinger and the author in the
study of some nonunique factorization problem [15]. In this paper, we
show two main results on Conjecture 0.2.
Theorem 1.4. If Conjecture 0.2 is true both for n=k and n=l then it is
true also for n=kl.
Theorem 1.5. Conjecture 0.2 holds for n=2a3b5c.
2. PROOFS OF THEOREM 1.1 AND THEOREM 1.2
To prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 we need some preliminaries.
Let S=(a1 , ..., ak) be a sequence of elements in an abelian group. By
{(S) we denote the sum ki=1 ai . S is called a zero-sum sequence if {(S)=0.
Let T=(ai1 , ..., ail) be a subsequence of S. By IT we denote the subset
[i1 , ..., il] of [1, 2, ..., k]. Let U and V be two subsequences of S. We say
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that U and V are disjoint if IU and IV are disjoint. If U and V are two dis-
joint subsequences of S, then by UV we denote the subsequence W with
IW=IU _ V . By SU &1 we denote the subsequence Q with IQ=
[1, 2, ..., k]&IU .
Lemma 2.1 [9, 22]. Every sequence of 3n&2 elements in Cn Cn con-
tains a nonempty zero-sum subsequence of length not exceeding n.
Proposition 2.2. Let S=(a1 , a2 , ..., a3kl&3) be a sequence of 3kl&3
elements in Ckl Ckl . Set G=Ckl Ckl , H=Ck Ck and N=Cl Cl ,
and let , be the natural homomorphism from G onto H; then ker (,)=N=
Cl Cl (up to isomorphism). For every sequence T=(b1 , ..., bu) of elements
in G, by ,(T ) we denote the sequence (,(b1), ..., ,(bu)) of elements in
,(G)=Ck Ck (up to isomorphism). Suppose that S contains no nonempty
zero-sum subsequence of length not exceeding kl. Then,
(i) ,(S) contains no nonempty zero-sum subsequence of length less
than k;
(ii) every element in S has order kl;
(iii) every element in ,(S) has order k.
Proof. (i) Assume to the contrary that ,(S) contains a zero-sum sub-
sequence ,(T ) such that 1|T |k&1. Since |,(S) ,(T )&1|3kl&3&
(k&1)=(3l&4) k+3k&2, by using Lemma 2.1, one can find 3l&3 dis-
joint zero-sum subsequences ,(S1), ..., ,(S3l&3) such that 1|S i |k for
every i=1, 2, ..., 3l&3. Set S3l&2=T. Then, {(Si) # ker (,)=Cl Cl for
i=1, 2, ..., 3l&2. By applying Lemma 2.1, one can find a subset
I/[1, 2, ..., 3l&2] so that i # I {(Si)=0 and 1|I |l. Therefore, >i # I Si
is a zero-sum subsequence of S, but 1|>i # I S i |kl, a contradiction.
(ii) Assume to the contrary that the order of aj is less than kl for
some 1 j3kl&3. By rearranging the subscripts we may assume that
j=3kl&3. Denote the order of a3kl&3 by m. Then 1m<kl and m | kl.
Let  be the natural homomorphism from Ckl Ckl onto Cklm Cklm .
Then ker ()=Cm Cm (up to isomorphism). Since 3kl&4=(3m&4)
(klm)+4(klm)&4(3m&4)(klm)+3(klm)&2, by applying Lemma 2.1
to the sequence (a1), (a2), ..., (a3kl&4), one can find 3m&3 disjoint
subsequences S1 , S2 , ..., S3m&3 of S such that {(Si) # ker ()=Cm Cm
and 1|S i |klm for i=1, 2, ..., 3m&3. Set S3m&2=(a3kl&3), then
{(S3m&2)=a3kl&3 # Cm Cm . Similarly to (i) one can derive that S
contains a nonempty zero-sum subsequence of length not exceeding kl, a
contradiction.
(iii) follows from (ii). Now the proof is completed.
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let S=(a1 , ..., a3kl&3) be a sequence of 3kl&3
elements in Ckl Ckl . Suppose that S contains no nonempty zero-sum sub-
sequence of length not exceeding kl. We want to prove that S consists of
three distinct elements, each appearing kl&1 times. Let G, H, ,, and ,(T )
be defined as in Proposition 2.2. Now we split the proof into steps.
Step 1. We assert that ,(S) contains at least three distinct ele-
ments. Assume to the contrary that ,(S) contains at most two distinct
elements. Since |,(S)|=3kl&3(3l&4) k+3k&2, by using Lemma 2.1
and Proposition 2.2, one can find 3l&3 disjoint zero-sum subse-
quences ,(S1), ..., ,(S3l&3) such that |Si |=k for i=1, 2, ..., 3l&3. Note
that |,(S)(,(S1) ,(S2) } } } ,(S3l&3))&1|=3k&3 and ,(S)(,(S1) ,(S2) } } }
,(S3l&3))&1 contains at most two distinct elements, one can find a k-term
zero-sum subsequence ,(S3l&2). Thus, {(S i) # ker (,)=Cl Cl for i=1,
2, ..., 3l&2. By applying Lemma 2.1, one can find a subset I/[1, 2, ...,
3l&2] such that i # I {(S i)=0 and 1|I |l. Therefore, >i # I Si is a
zero-sum subsequence of S, but 1|>i # I S i |kl, a contradiction.
Step 2. We assert that ,(S) contains at most three distinct elements. If
k=2, since every element in ,(S) belongs to ,(G)=C2 C2 , by Proposi-
tion 2.2 we get ,(S) contains no 0; therefore, ,(S) contains at most three
distinct elements. So we may assume that k3.
Assume to the contrary that ,(S) contains at least four distinct elements.
Let w1 , w2 , w3 , and w4 be four distinct elements in ,(S). By using
Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 one can find 3l&4 disjoint k-terms zero-
sum subsequences ,(S1), ,(S2), ..., ,(S3l&4) of ,(S)(w1 , w2 , w3 , w4)&1.
Set T=,(S)(,(S1) ,(S2) } } } ,(S3l&4))&1; then |T |=k+3k&3=4k&3
and T contains at least four distinct elements.
We show next that
T contains two disjoint k&term zero-sum subsequences T1 and T2 . (1)
By rearranging the subscripts we may assume that
T=(y1 , ..., y1
t1
, y2 , ..., y2
t2
, ..., yr , ..., yr
tr
)
with r4, t1+t2+ } } } +tr=4k&3, t1t2 } } } tr , t i1 for i=
1, 2, ..., r and yi { yj for every pair of 1i{ jr.
We distinguish two cases.
Case 1 (k5). Since |T( y1 , y2 , y3 , y4)&1|3k&2, by Lemma 2.1 and
Proposition 2.2, T( y1 , y2 , y3 , y4)&1 contains a k-term zero-sum sub-
sequence T1 . Since |TT &11 |=3k&3 and TT
&1
1 contains four distinct
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elements y1 , y2 , y3 and y4 , by the hypothesis of the theorem and Proposi-
tion 2.2 one can find a k-term zero-sum subsequence T2 of TT &11 . This
proves (1) in this case.
Case 2 (k=3 or 4). We distinguish subcases.
Subcase 1 (t2k). T contains two disjoint k-term zero-sum sub-
sequences
(y1 , ..., y1
k
) and (y2 , ..., y2
k
).
Subcase 2. (t2k&1, t1k and r5).
T(y1 , ..., y1
k
)&1
contains at least four distinct elements, by the hypothesis of the theorem
and Proposition 2.2, one can get a k-term zero-sum subsequence T1 of
T(y1 , ..., y1
k
)&1.
So T contains two disjoint k-term zero-sum subsequences,
T1 and (y1 , ..., y1
k
).
Subcase 3 (t2k&1 and t1k and r=4). If t1k+1, then
T(y1 , ..., y1
k
)&1
contains four distinct elements and similarly to Subcase 2 one can prove
(1). Otherwise, t1=k; thus t2=t3=t4=k&1. Now apply Lemma 2.1 and
Proposition 2.2. One can get a k-term zero-sum subsequence T1 of
(y1 , ..., y1
k&1
, y1 , ..., y2
k&1
, y3 , ..., y3
k&1
, y4).
It is easy to see that T1 contains each yi at most k&2 times. Therefore,
TT &11 contains four distinct elements, and by the hypothesis of the
theorem and Proposition 2.2, TT &11 contains a k-term zero-sum sub-
sequence. This proves (1) in this subcase.
Subcase 4 (t1k&1). Then r5. By applying Lemma 2.1 and
Proposition 2.2 to the sequences T( yr&k+2 , ..., yr)&1 we get a k-term zero-
sum subsequence T1 . If TT &11 contains at least four distinct elements, then
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by the hypothesis of the theorem and Proposition 2.2, TT &11 contains a
k-term zero-sum subsequence. Otherwise, TT &11 contains at most three dis-
tinct elements. Thus, 3k&3=|TT &11 |t1+tr&1+trt1+tr&1+k&2
(since r5) k&1+k&1+k&2=3k&4, a contradiction. This proves
(1). Similarly to Step 1, by applying Lemma 2.1 to {(S1), {(S2), ..., {(S3l&4),
{(,&1(T1)), {(,&1(T2)) one can derive a contradiction. Therefore, ,(S)
consists of three distinct elements x1 , x2 , x3 .
Step 3. By Sxi we denote the subsequence that consists of all terms aj
in S such that ,(aj)=xi for i=1, 2, 3. Now we assert that
|Sxi |=li k+k&1,
for i=1, 2, 3, where li0.
Indeed, for every 1i3, writing |Sxi |=li k+ri with 0r ik&1, one
can get li disjoint k-term subsequences of Sxi , and altogether we get
l1+l2+l3 disjoint k-term subsequences with each having a sum in
ker (,)=Cl Cl . Since l1+l2+l3=
3kl&3&(r1+r2+r3)
k 
3kl&3&(3k&3)
k 
3l&3, by Lemma 2.1 we get l1+l2+l3=3l&3 and, hence, r1=r2=
r3=k&1. This proves the assertion.
We show next that
If |Sxi |2k&1 then Sxi=(ui , ui , ..., ui) for some ui # Ckl Ckl . (2)
If |Sxi |2k&1 and there are two distinct elements z1 , z2 in Sxi for some
1i3, without loss of generality, we assume i=1. Choose a subsequence
T of Sx1 with T that contains z1 and z2 and |T |=2k&1. One can get l1&1,
l2 , l3 disjoint k-terms disjoint subsequences from Sx1 T
&1, Sx2 , Sx3 , respec-
tively, so we get 3l&4 disjoint k-term subsequences T1 , T2 , ..., T3l&4 with
each has sum in Cl Cl . Now choose a k-term subsequence T $ of T with
z1 # T $ but z2  T $; then {(T $) # Cl Cl , and by the hypothesis of the
theorem we get the sequence {(T1), ..., {(T3l&4), {(T $) consisting of three
distinct elements with each occurring l&1 times. Now set T"=
T $(z1)&1 (z2); similarly to the above we get the sequence {(T1), ..., {(T3l&4),
{(T") consists of three distinct elements with each occurs l&1 times. Now
we distinguish two cases.
Case 1 (l3). Note that l&12, we must get {(T $)={(T") and
therefore z1=z2 , a contradiction.
Case 2 (l=2). Since |C2 C2[0]|=3, we must have [{(T1), {(T2),
{(T $)]=C2 C2&[0] and [{(T1), {(T2), {(T")]=C2 C2&[0]. This
gives that z1=z2 , also a contradiction. This proves (2).
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By (2) |Sxi |kl&1. Therefore, |Sxi |=kl&12k&1 for every 1i3
and the theorem follows.
Lemma 2.3 [9]. Conjecture 0.1 is true for n=2, 3, 5, 7.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Now the theorem follows from Theorem 1.1 and
Lemma 2.3.
3. PROOFS OF THEOREM 1.4 AND THEOREM 1.5
Lemma 3.1 [13]. Let S be a sequence of 4n&3 elements in Cn Cn .
Suppose that S contains some element n&1 times. Then, S contains a
n-terms zero-sum subsequence.
Lemma 3.2. If Conjecture 0.2 holds for n=m, then Conjecture 1.3 holds
for n=m as well.
Proof. Let S be a sequence of 4m&3 elements in Cm Cm and let T be
a (4k&4)-term subsequence of S; then either T contains a m-term zero-
sum subsequence and we are done, or T consists of four distinct elements,
each appearing m&1 times, and the lemma follows from Lemma 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let S=(a1 , a2 , ..., a4kl&4) be a sequence of
4kl&4 elements in Ckl Ckl such that S contains no kl-term zero-sum
subsequence.
Let G, H, N, ,, T and ,(T ) be defined as in Proposition 2.2. We assert
that
,(S) contains at most four distinct elements. (3)
If k=2, then (3) follows from ,(G)=C2 C2 . So we may assume that
k3.
Assume to the contrary that ,(S) contains at least five distinct elements.
Let w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 , w5 be five distinct elements in ,(S). By applying
Lemma 3.2 to the sequence ,(S)(w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 , w5)&1 one can find 4l&5
disjoint k-term zero-sum subsequences ,(S1), ,(S2), ..., ,(S4l&5).
Set T=,(S)(,(S1) ,(S2) } } } ,(S4l&5))&1. Then T contains at least five
distinct elements and |T |=k+4k&4=5k&4.
We show next that
T contains two disjoint k-term zero-sum subsequences T1 and T2 . (4)
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By rearranging the subscripts we may assume that
T=(y1 , ..., y1
t1
, y2 , ..., y2
t2
, ..., yr , ..., yr
tr
)
with r5, t1+t2+ } } } +tr=5k&4, t1t2 } } } tr , t i1 for i=
1, 2, ..., r and yi { yj for every pair of 1i{ jr. We distinguish two
cases.
Case 1 (k6). Since |T( y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 , y5)&1|4k&3, it follows from
Lemma 3.2, T( y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 , y5)&1 contains a k-terms zero-sum sub-
sequence T1 . Since TT &11 contains y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 and y5 and
|TT &11 |=4k&4, by the hypothesis of the theorem, one can find a k-term
subsequence T2 of TT &11 . This proves (4) in this case.
Case 2 (k=3, 4, or 5). We distinguish subcases.
Subcase 1 (t2k). T contains two disjoint k-term zero-sum sub-
sequences
(y1 , ..., y1
k
) and (y2 , ..., y2
k
).
Subcase 2 (t2k&1, t1k and r6). Then
T(y1 , ..., y1
k
)&1
contains at least five distinct elements. By the hypothesis of the theorem,
one can get a k-terms zero-sum subsequence T1 of
T(y1 , ..., y1
k
)&1.
So T contains two disjoint k-term zero-sum subsequences,
T1 and (y1 , ..., y1
k
).
Subcase 3 (t2k&1 and t1k and r=5). If t1k+1, then
T(y1 , ..., y1
k
)&1
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contains five distinct elements and similarly to Subcase 2 one can prove (4).
Otherwise, t1=k, and then t2=t3=t4=t5=k&1. Now applying
Lemma 3.2 one can get a k-term zero-sum subsequence T1 of
(y1 , ..., y1
k&1
, y2 , ..., y2
k&1
, y3 , ..., y3
k&1
, y4 , ..., y4
k&1
, y5).
It is easy to see that T1 contains each yi at most k&2 times. Therefore,
TT &11 contains five distinct elements, and by the hypothesis of the theorem
TT &11 contains a k-term zero-sum subsequence. This proves (4) in this sub-
case.
Subcase 4 (t1k&1). Then r6. By applying Lemma 3.2 to the
sequence T( yr&k+2 , ..., yr)&1 we get a k-term zero-sum subsequence T1 . If
TT &11 contains at least five distinct elements, then by the hypothesis of the
theorem, TT &11 contains a k-term zero-sum subsequence. Otherwise, TT
&1
1
contains at most four distinct elements. Thus, 4k&4=|TT &11 |t1+t2+
tr&1+trt1+t2+tr&1+k&2 (since r5) k&1+k&1+k&1+k&2
=4k&5, a contradiction. This proves (4).
Set ,(S4l&4)=T1 and ,(S4l&3)=T2 . Since Conjecture 0.2 holds for n=l,
by Lemma 3.2, there exists an l-subset I of [1, 2, ..., 4l&3] such that
i # I {(Si)=0, a contradiction.
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1.1, one can easily derive that ,(S)
contains at least four distinct elements. Hence, ,(S) consists of four distinct
elements, x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 .
By Sxi we denote the subsequence that consists of all terms aj in S such
that ,(aj)=xi for i=1, 2, 3, 4. Now we assert that
|sxi |=lik+k&1,
for i=1, 2, 3, 4, where li0.
Indeed, for every 1i4, writing |Sxi |=li k+ri with 0r ik&1, one
can get li disjoint k-term subsequences of Sxi , and altogether we get
l1+l2+l3+l4 disjoint k-terms subsequences with each having sum in
ker (,)=Cl Cl . Since
l1+l2+l3+l4 =
4kl&4&(r1+r2+r3+r4)
k

4kl&4&(4k&4)
k
4l&4,
by Lemma 3.2 we get l1+l2+l3+l4=4l&4 and hence r1=r2=r3=r4=
k&1. This proves the assertion.
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We show next that
If |Sxi |2k&1 then Sxi=(ui , ui , ..., ui) for some ui # Ckl Ckl . (5)
If |Sxi |k&1 and there are two distinct elements z1 , z2 in Sxi for some
1i4, without loss of generality, we assume i=1. Choose a subsequence
T of Sx1 with T containing z1 and z2 and |T |=2k&1. One can get l1&1,
l2 , l3 , l4 disjoint k-terms disjoint subsequences from Sx1 T
&1, Sx2 , Sx3 , Sx4 ,
respectively, so we get 4l&5 disjoint k-term subsequences T1 , T2 , ..., T4l&5
with each has sum in Cl Cl . Now choose a k-term subsequence T $ of T
with z1 # T $ but z2  T $; then {(T $) # Cl Cl , and by the hypothesis of
the theorem we get the sequence {(T1), ..., {(T4l&5), {(T $) consisting of
four distinct elements with each occurring l&1 times. Now set
T"=T $(z1)&1 (z2); similarly to the above we get the sequence {(T1), ...,
{(T4l&5), {(T") consisting of four distinct elements with each occurring
l&1 times. Now we distinguish two cases.
Case 1 (l3). Note that l&12; we must have {(T $)={(T") and
therefore z1=z2 , a contradiction.
Case 2 (l=2). Since |C2 C2 |=4, we must have [{(T1), ..., {(T4l&5),
{(T $)]=C2 C2 and [{(T1), ..., {(T4l&5), {(T")]=C2 C2 . This gives
that z1=z2 , also a contradiction. This proves (5).
By (5) |Sxi |kl&1. Therefore, |Sxi |=kl&12k&1 for every 1i4
and the theorem follows.
Lemma 3.3. Conjecture 0.2 is true for n=2, 3, 5.
Proof. (a) n=2. Trivial
(b) n=3. Let S be a sequence of 8=4_3&4 elements such that S
contains no 3-term zero-sum subsequence. If S contains some element two
times, we may assume that S contains 0 two times; then S(0, 0)&1 contains
no nonempty zero-sum subsequence of length not exceeding 3. Now the
lemma follows from Lemma 2.3. Otherwise, all elements in S are distinct;
we may assume that S=C3 C3&[0]. But (0, 1)+(1, 0)+(2, 2)=(0, 0),
a contradiction.
(c) n=5. Let S be a sequence of 16=4_5&4 elements such that S
contains no 5-terms zero-sum subsequence. We distinguish four cases.
Case 1. If S contains some element at least four times, then similarly to
(b) one can proves the lemma.
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Case 2. S contains some element x exactly three times. We may assume
that x=0. By Lemma=2.1, S(0, 0, 0)&1 contains a zero-sum subsequence
T with 1|T |5. Since S(0, 0, 0)&1 contains no 0, 2|T |5. Set
W=T(0, ..., 0
5&|T |
).
Then, W is a 5-term zero-sum subsequence of S, a contradiction.
Case 3. No element occurs more than two times in S and S contains
some element x two times. We may assume that x=0. By Lemma 2.1,
S(0, 0)&1 contains a zero-sum subsequence T with 1|T |5. Since S con-
tains 0 exactly two times, 2|T |5. If 3|T |5, then
T(0, ..., 0
5&|T |
)
is a 5-term zero-sum subsequence, a contradiction. Therefore, |T |=2. Since
no element occurs more than two times in S, now apply in Lemma 2.3 to
S(0, 0)&1 T &1, one can find a zero-sum subsequence T1 such that 1
|T1|5. Similarly to the above one can get |T1|=2. Now TT1 (0) is a
5-term zero-sum subsequence of S, a contradiction.
Case 4. All elements in S are distinct. We may assume that S contains
0. Since |C5+C5&[0]|=24 and |S&[0]|=15, one can find four
elements x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 in S&[0] such that x1+x2=0 and x3+x4=0.
Therefore, (0, x1 , x2 , x3 , x4) is a 5-term zero-sum subsequence of S, a con-
tradiction. This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Now the theorem follows from Theorem 1.3 and
Lemma 3.3.
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